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Participants 
Jerome Combaz, Greta du Velay 

• Mathieu Gauzins, Greta du Velay 
• Oscar Martinez, CEPS
• Mariana Pfenniger ITD 
• Evi Swinnen timelab 
• Suzanne Hendrikse timelab 

Guest speaker: Harma Wolhuis, fablab Utrecht, Netherlands 

Ghent 
12-14 June 2012 

Location: timelab Gent, Brusselsepoortstraat 97, 9000 Ghent 

Day 1

Morning 

Presentation of formalab workshop in le Puy by Pierre
timelab presentation including approach to developing key competences through trashbots 
workshop.  

Presentation by Harma Woldhuis 
In this presentation Harma shows how the fablab in Utrecht reaches young children and 
students through their workshop programme and visits in schools. 

Afternoon 

Trashbots workshop 
With the formalab partners we sit together and do a trashbots workshop, helped by two 
timelab trainers. Afterwards we make little video clips of the trashbots that were made and 
posted them on our vimeo channel: https://vimeo.com/61798046

After the workshop we try our newly developed evaluation method using ping pong balls to 
reflect which key competences were developed during the workshop. Every participant 
gets 5 balls which he or she can drop in one of the 7 boxes on the table (communicating in 
mother tongue and foreign languages combined in one box). Each box represents a key 
competence.  See photo below. 

https://vimeo.com/61798046


Outcomes of the partner meeting 

It was decided that timelab will make a list of possible workshops to choose from. The list 
will be rated by Jerome and together with the group we will choose two workshops. 
We put these workshops in a matrix (dificulty level, materials, duration, ...)

We test this workshop in at least 2 beta testing groups in order to get feedback on the key 
competences.

We tag and rate the competences.

The results are published on the website formalab.fr

ITD will describe how we use the method and concept of open structures as e.g. a fablab 
in the formalab. The main correlation is the hands-on interactive method of creating, 
building, upgrading, re-using, recombing ...

And how we develop workshops through this method of gathering feedback from different 
test groups on the level of presence of the 7 different competences within this specific 
workshop.

We are not translating the charter or defining what machines are nesseccary to become a 
formalab. 


